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SOURCE 
 
Source Plane - (Existence) Infinite origin of all things, and sum of all consciousness 
All things in infinite impotent balance, every-thing, but the no-thing 
Source Will - to experience itself by infinite fragmentation and recombination 
 
An Infinite number of conscious elements     +++++++++++ 
The Universal collective consciousness (the sum of all Existence) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- 
Primary Soul Group, PSG (We Are)            ... +++... 
Pool containing finite number of Conscious elements (We Are) 
The soul group collective consciousness, collective potential, and collective will 
         
Individual Consciousness (I Am) + - Perception-only             ...+... 
Perception - That which I am, and that which I am not  
Expression - That which I am     
Will - To expand 'that which I am' by 'that which I am not' 
Facet - The Soul (Consciousness - No body)         (Collective Will Causes Big Bang) 
========================================================================= 
  SPIRIT WORLD  (Manifested Immaterial and material Universe) 
 
Conscious Plane (CP) - White Light   The Spirit World - composite of 
Conscious Body (   +   )     Conscious, Mental, and Etheric planes. 
Perception - un-accreted infinite energy    
I Move (Projection) - Perception-only    
-------------------------------------------------   The Spirit-Form - composite of 
Mental Plane (MP) - Bands of Colour   Conscious, Mental, and Etheric bodies. 
Mental Body ((  +  ))      
Perception - energy bands course to fine  Upper 2/3 (CP+MP) of Spirit world is 
I See (Cognition) - Perception-only   the PSG's collective energy. 
-------------------------------------------------    
Etheric Plane (EP) - Shades of colour   Lower 1/3 (EP) of Spirit world is the 
Etheric Body ((( + )))     idealised reflection of the Physical Plane. 
Perception - symbols     This is 'home' between incarnations, and 
I Feel (Intuition) - Experiential    contains the spirit 'Summerland' and the 
       Secondary Soul Group (SSG). 
Perception - Feelings, and symbols   Incarnation staging point. 
Expression - Telepathy      
Facet - The Spirit (Spirit-form) 
Contact - Physical World can be contacted via Spirit-form       (As above so below) 
========================================================================= 
  PHYSICAL WORLD          (As below so above) 
 
Physical Plane (PP) - Experiential three dimensions, and five senses 
Contact - Spirit World can be contacted via Spirit-form  
Physical body ((([+])))      
I Sense (Sensation) - Experiential   The Physical universe - manifestation 
       of the PSG's collective potential. 
       Consciousness is expanded through 
Perception - Physical senses    experience in the Physical and Etheric 
Expression - Physical Communication   planes. 
Facet - The Experiential Body of Matter (Physical body)  
========================================================================= 
  SUB-PHYSICAL     Possible entrapment 
         in low vibration material 
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Legends and Definitions 
 
 
+...+...+ - Conscious elements within the Source/Primary Soul Group. 
((([+]))) - Complete experiential being (consciousness, spirit-form, and physical body). 
    + - Individual consciousness or conscious element (I Am). 
   [ ] - Physical body (I Sense) - Experiential. 
  (   ) - Etheric body (inner layer of Spirit-form - I Feel) - Experiential. 
 (     ) - Mental body (middle layer of Spirit-form - I See) - Perception-only. 
(       ) - Conscious body (outer layer of Spirit-form - I Move) - Perception-only. 
PSG - Primary Soul Group. Contains a finite number of conscious elements (Perception-only). 
CP - Conscious Plane (Perception-only). 
MP - Mental Plane (Perception-only). 
EP - Etheric Plane (Experiential). 
PP - Physical Plane (Experiential). 
Source - Infinite origin of all things, and sum of all consciousness. 
Spirit World - Composite of conscious, mental, and etheric planes. Perceived by the spirit-form. 
Spirit-form ((( + ))) - Composite of conscious, mental, and etheric bodies. 
Conscious Plane + Mental Plane - Planes of energy potential. 
Etheric Plane + Physical Plane - Planes of actual experience (spirit and physical). 
Universe (Physical Plane) - Physical manifestation of the PSG's collective potential. Perceived by 
the physical body. 
3 Dimensions - Length, width, and height. 
5 Senses - Taste, touch, sight, smell, and hearing. 
White Light - The collective energy potential of the PSG. Composite of red, orange, yellow, green, 
blue, indigo, and violet. 
Bands of Colour - Perceived collective energy potential of PSG. 
Shades of colour - Perceived symbols, emotional potential, and the idealized reflection of the 
physical plane. 
Aura - Composite of genesis field, etheric, mental, and conscious bodies. 
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